**Vision**

Department of ECE

To be a guiding force enabling multifarious applications in Electronics and Communications Engineering, promote innovative research in the latest technologies to meet societal needs.

**Mission**

- To provide and strengthen core competencies among the students through expert training and industry interaction.
- To promote advanced designing and modeling skills to sustain technical development and lifelong learning in ECE
- To promote social responsibility and ethical values, within and outside the department.

**INSIDE HIGHLIGHTS**

- HOD’S MESSAGE
- EVENTS
- STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENT
- ARTICLES
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"I heartily congratulate the coordinators of FDP. It was an effective FDP for faculties. We are also in progress of Springer International Conference DISC 2020"
One Week FDP On Pedagogical Research, Technical Writing & Publications
Technology is merely not just a word in English language but has become a major part of everyone’s life and literally it has become part and parcel in everyone’s life.

It is difficult to find someone who knows barely about technology. The importance of technology is really very much, which cannot be just described in words. now a day It is very difficult to live for people to live without technology just as living without oxygen.

Sometimes I wonder whether we should thank technology that it has changed our lives and made them much better or should we curse it that it had worsened our lives by making life more materialistic and made people farther from each other. Should we thank it for its advancement in medicine which can cure almost all types of illness or should we curse it that it itself is causing mental illness to people. should we thank it that it saved our time or should we curse it as it is talking much of our time! should we thank it that it is doing our lives accurately and faster or should we curse it that it making us farther from our loved ones.

But anything in extremes is not good and same with usage of technology. stop being materialistic and start being realistic.
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